Project Proposal Template
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16th October 2017
1 The System

Describe the system - Provide the background

2 Specific Questions

What are the questions and why are they interesting/important to answer
3 Methodology

-What kind of math

-If you are using data, what data and where is it going to come from?
Include references here [1, 2]

Mathematical expressions and equations can be expressed inline with text like this \( E = mc^2 \) or like this \( z^2 = x^2 + y^2 \) The other display mode lets you insert equations or expressions stand alone without any text

\[
\frac{dn}{dt} = \frac{1}{\pi} \alpha n_i t
\]
4 Approximate Timeline

4.1 Week 5

4.2 Week 6

............

............

4.3 Week 9
5 Management Plan

If working with another person (project management plan)
Responsibilities of Team Member A......
Responsibilities of Team Member B......

References
